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During the many years he spent delivering messages of hope and love from the spirit world, Gordon

Smith has observed how many people long to learn how to be more intuitive themselves, and would

love to be able to connect to the other side in the same way he does.Gordon feels strongly that

developing your intuitive gifts should be something that gives you joy, brings you clarity and makes

you more contented in your life. Based on his experiences of teaching and guiding complete

beginners on their paths to communicating with spirit, this book provides simple and easy-to-follow

exercises that will help you sharpen your psychic senses, open yourself to receive communication

from your spirit guides and interpret the telepathic language of spirit. Once you have learned the

basics and gained confidence in your skills, Gordon then guides you to the next step of your

journey, showing you how you can use this very special energy to help others.
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I am an Usui Reiki Master Healer. I have a great desire to improve my communication with Spirit,

and felt the psychic mediumship would be another great healing modality to pursue. I started by

reading literally stacks of books on the subject, in fact most of the titles here on , and a few that

were recommended to me by a psychic medium friend of mine. What my journey has led me to

discover, is that I have been reading the wrong books! It has been a very frustrating process

plowing through volumes of information to get the "right" information. Book "A" says this is what is

required, book "B" says something similar but different. I never had the feeling that any of the books



were sending me down the right path to achieve my goal. They all seemed to point me in the

general direction, but none of them got me on the road. Here I am, like little Luke Skywalker

searching the galaxy for my "Yoda" to no avail. Well....I have found him! He wasn't in the Dagobah

system, apparently he has been in a barber shop in Scotland! Yes, Gordon Smith is the psychic

"Yoda" that all you prospective Psychic Mediums have been searching for, and probably like me,

had yet to find. After reading Intuitive Studies as well as other of his works, and listening to his

lectures available on Audible, the path has been made clear, and yes, as I suspected, it will take

time, much more time and training than the other books would lead you to believe, but I am

confident that following Gordon's teachings will finally enable me to achieve my goals. If you, like

me have been searching for the right path, I would offer that if you read his books, and listen to his

lectures, that you will come away with the same conclusion. A big "WOW!" moment of affirmation for

me was the passage on the "Calling Card".

I am always interested in finding out how other people do things. Being a psychic medium and

workshop facilitator, I also hold two different development (unfoldment) circles and awareness

classes. I enjoy taking a subject, breaking it down into simple terms and teaching others what I have

found out.I was immediately drawn to Gordon Smith's understanding that spirit communication takes

time and practice. I know from my own early experiences in a spiritualist church development class

that you don't really make anything happen; you allow Spirit to work with you. This gift requires a

length of time to allow Spirit to work within your energy field, and prepare you for the contact. It is

not to be rushed into. I must have sat in the development circle for several years as a student before

working with the public within the church service; all the while, connecting with the other students,

raising the vibrations, and actually creating a special energy to the space of our class.Gordon

honors the process in such a reverent way. He has a quiet way of sharing his information, both his

own experiences as student and teacher, but also the experiences of his student. His honesty and

forthright manner is refreshing and shows his worth.I agree with his thoughts on creating a

foundation of who you are first, and then growing spirit awareness from there.In Intuitive Studies,

Gordon stresses the idea of compassion and healing for humankind as a main focus for unfoldment.

But also addresses the importance of creating improvement to your own life; opening yourself to

spiritual awareness, and benefiting from your own spirit guides and teachers.The book follows the

forming of a development circle and how it progresses over time.
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